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TEST YOUR BASIC ENGLISH SKILLS! 

GRAMMAR 

I. Insert the right forms of the verbs in 

brackets (= in Klammern!) 

 

1) Three years ago Mac Millens last ______went_____ (to go) to the 

Braemar Highland Gathering. 

2) If the weather is fine, we_____will go_____ (to go) to the Highland 

Games next week. 

3) The Highland Games always ______start___ (to start) a t 10 a.m. 

4) So they __left___ (to leave) their home town at 8 a.m. on Sunday. 

5) “Look, there __is__ (to be) a nice place for us to watch the games,” Mr. 

Mac Millen says. 

6) The games ______start_____ (to start) with “Tossing the Caber”. 

7) But Mac Frazer, the crowd’s favourite player, is a bit nervous, therefore 

Mr Mac Millen _____advises_______ (to advise): 

8) Don’t toss the caber until the referee ______arrives_____ (to arrive) 

9) Listen, the bagpipers _____are playing___ (to play) a march now. 

10) It is a very exciting day, which they ______haven’t had_ (to have) for 

three years. 

 

II. Adjective or adverb? Fill in the correct form! 

1) Nick speaks English __fluently____ (fluent). 

2) Gill is working very ___carefully__ (careful) as an engineer in London. 

3) Linda cooks very  ____well___ (good). 

4) John says he works ____hard___ (hard). 

5) Nora looks very _____nice_______ (nice). 
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III. Fill in the gaps to answer the following questions with correct and 

complete sentences!  

1)    Will you be here at 6 p.m.?  

– No, ___I won’t be here at 6 p.m.______. 

 

2)  Will you keep me updated with any developments? 

- Yes, _____I will keep you updated with any developments____ . 

 

3)  Are the profits going to rise by 12 %? 

No, ______the profits aren’t going to rise at all___ at all . 

 

4) Is marketing going to be more important than ever? 

Yes, _____marketing will be more important than ever________ . 

 

5) Did you come back on Sunday? 

No, ___I didn’t come back on Sunday__________ . 

 

IV. Much or many? 

1) I know ___many__ poems 

2) ___Many__ people work here. 

3) She has ___much___ money. 

4) I haven’t got _____much____ time. 

 

V. If-clauses: fill in the correct form of the verbs in brackets! 

1) If he ___didn’t like___ (like /not )  people, he wouldn’t be a doctor. 

2) If my friend  ____works___ (work)  hard, he will pass the exam. 

3) If it___had been__ (to be) too late, I would have called you yesterday. 
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READING COMPREHENSION 

I. Read the text Love’s Labour Lost and tick if the following statements are true or 

false! Don’t worry if you don’t understand every word! Try to filter out the most 

important information for each task! 

Statement True False 

1. The author praises British trains. 
 � 

2. The author mentions that travelling by train used to be romantic 

in Britain. 

�  

3. The author’s trip described in the text took longer than he had 

expected. 

�  

4. According to the article, travelling spontaneously is cheaper than 

booking in advance. 

 � 

5. British Rail belongs to a single private company.  
 � 

6. The author shows that a French high-speed train is considerably 

better and cheaper than one of the fastest British trains. 

�  

7. The problems started after the privatisation in the 1990s. 
�  

8. As private companies are eager to invest in the system, the prices 

of tickets fell and the safety improved. 

 � 

9. After a train accident in 2000, new speed limits were introduced. 

The trains have become slower than they used to be. 

�  

10. The author expects politicians to take action in order to solve 

the problem. Therefore, the situation will change for the better. 

 � 

II. In your own words, explain the heading of the article. Why did the author choose 

this heading? 

The heading has two parts: “Love Labour Lost” as the main headline and the subheading 

“British Rail: much change for the worse”. The main headline sounds like a line from a 

poem and catches the attention of the reader (also because Shakespeare wrote a 

comedy of the same name). The subheading explains what the article is about and 

informs the reader that the text describes that British Rail has changed for the worse. 

In the first paragraph of the article, it becomes clear why the author mentions love in 

the heading. He describes the British trains of the past as romantic means of transport. 

By contrast, they have changed so very much that you can hardly love them now. 


